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USA TODAY & Â BESTSELLING AUTHORÂ â€¢ ONE OF THE MOST EXCITINGÂ VOICES IN

THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE â€¢ C. G. Cooper is back with an adventure that is sure to keep

you reading late into the night.A ray of hope for millions...Powerful forces move to stop it...A Marine

and his team play for keeps...A cure has been found for one of the world's deadliest diseases, but

unseen forces want to keep the medical miracle from seeing the light of day. Can former Marine Cal

Stokes and his new presidential sanctioned team track down the cure, save its inventor and take out

the those trying to maintain the status quo?
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I enjoyed the premise of this story and believe it to be extremely plausible. The author writes his

thoughts about a cure for cancer and what all the medical and pharmaceutical would do...cover it

up, of course, as a cure would cause this group to lose trillions of dollars of profit and many jobs

within the sector. My friends and I have had the same discussion and believe the above statement



to be true.In Lethal Misconduct, Cal is fired from SSi and goes to work for the President, who allows

him to set up a new company and staff it with troops of his choice. He sets up this new group near

the campus of the University he had attended in Virginia prior to joining the Marine Corps and hires

most of the characters from SSI. Their first mission is to investigate rumors of a group building

biological weapons within the U.S. The bad guys have ties within the government and are led by a

former Army Colonel and his trusty bodyguard (a former Secret Service agent). They are funded by

billionaires and CEO's of several larger pharmaceutical companies.The doctor who had originally

developed this possible cure for cancer, after visiting with a witch doctor in South America, was

testing it on terminally ill patients and found them cured within a couple of days. However, his former

employer - the Colonel - had stolen all of his work but was missing one piece of the puzzle. The

good doctor is on the run and hiding from the Colonel's henchmen - no longer trusting his old boss.

As fate has it, Cal's team stumble across the good doctor and agree to help him.The billionaires are

being duped and only three of the dozen people involved in the success of this plan have different

agendas once they get the missing piece and complete this new drug. However, it's not planned as

a cure - instead they are making a biological weapon and plan to launch it in the middle east.

Having finally come upon this new plot, Cal and his team race to stop the implementation of this

deadly threat.Lethal Misconduct is one of the better books within the series and I highly recommend

it. In fact, I stayed up late and finished the book in a single setting - just couldn't put it down! Looking

forward to reading the final published book in the series and the new ones promised for next year.

Great job Mr. Cooper!John Podlaski, authorCherries - A Vietnam War Novel

C.G. Cooper is an excellent writer and I strongly recommend anyone who likes military thrillers read

all his books.In addition to being a really talented writer, he is a very personable guy and has strong

interaction with his readers.If you like this genre you really need to read his "Corps Justice" series

books and I suggest you read them in order just to put some context into each book.I'm posting the

same review for all his Corps Justice books because I feel very strongly about them and the short

shorties he has written to fill in the gaps.

How could any human oppose a world free of the devastating ravages of cancer? In this 6th Corps

Justice Series Book, Mr. Cooper provides a viable, exciting platform to present this unthinkable

scenario--opposIng the eradication of cancer-- he also presents the equally viable and (shockingly

realistic) motivation for this opposition as being fiscally/financially based--That is, Trillions of dollars

would immediately be eliminated from our medical care economy, including patient care and



pharmaceutical research, development, and sales.....not to mention the unthinkable numbers of lost

jobs and the resulting revenues from peripheral sales and taxes. I respect and most times enjoy the

tactics and activities of Cal' and his (mostly Marine Corps-experienced) buddies; though as I read

each Series Book , I hope for less (at times overdone) allusions to the prolific perfection that being a

member of that "Semper Fidelis" fraternity seems to impart--Note that many of my favorite people

are Marines, including my brother, Brig. Gen., Retired; my son, Lt. Col.; my brother in law, Captain

(deceased); one of my closest friends, Captain. So, though I was Army, my respect and admiration

for the capabilities and dedication of those who have experienced the brotherhood imparted by

"Semper Fidelis" run deeply. I would probably enjoy this Corps Series reading 4, even 5 stars, with

a little more (personal) recognition of the heroes portrayed by Mr. Cooper...But...I'll be reading 'em

all. Thanks Mr. Cooper!

First of the 10 book Corps Justice series I've read, and while I was a bit lost initially with this

government/medical conspiracy book it did click in for me at about a quarter of the way in and then it

was off to the races! Villains were spot on, plot was engaging and I ripped thru it in no time given the

low page count. If you're looking for a quick, simple thriller then this makes for a fine read!

I got started on the Corps Justice series with the first 3 book bundle about 2 weeks ago. At the end

C.G. Cooper offered a free book to subscribe to his newsletter, which I did. The problem was I just

kept buying the next book when I finished the one I was reading. I would of finished sooner but I had

guests visiting from out of town.The books were action packed from the beginning. There were just

enough twists in the story to keep you thinking but not so many that you lose the plot. I found that

the story had just enough references to current events to make you wonder if the plot could really

happen today.To be honest I'm a bit biased. I'm a former Marine and always like stories with

Marines but these characters are well developed throughout the series. I'm looking forward to the

7th book. If you like the series signup for his newsletter. I like where he lets his fans review and

proof his future book as he's writing it.Semper Fi

Cooper's "Lethal Misconduct" could have been written in tomorrow's headlines. With all the

advances being made in molecular science, this story could occur at any time. Cooper gives us an

action packed story line from start to finish (or is it finished?) .

I have read throught the first 6 books and i can say after the first two chapters of the first two i was



hooked instantly. If you like covert operations and patriots of america you should consider this

series at least read the first one and go from there. I cannot wait to read the rest!
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